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French – 77%
German – 73%

Source: Adrian North, 1999
University of Leicester
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People do strange things
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95% of purchase decision-
making takes place in the
subconscious mind

“How Customers Think”
— Gerald Zaltman, Harvard Business School

””
“ 
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Decision Defaults
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• What they read
• Who they trust
• When they buy
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#1 Endowment Effect

Richard Thaler
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To keep your registration active …. log in 

…do nothing and your registration will expire
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Please Accept Your 
Title Or Surrender It!

We must have your 
decision regarding Prize 
Number ownership!
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Remember:
People don’t want to lose

what they have
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#2 Motivating-Uncertainty Effect
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Get Featured! For a chance to 
see your look here
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Remember:
People are more motivated

by uncertain rewards
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#3 Anchoring

9 = 50; 140 = 67
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Anchoring
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you can get it for as 
little as $39.99

wouldn’t be 
surprising to see a 
price tag of up to 
$150
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And for the next 10 
hours, the price is a 
steal: about 2 cups 
of coffee
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Remember:
Lead with higher numbers,

link to familiar prices
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• Endowment Effect

• Motivating-Uncertainty Effect

• Anchoring

Key Takeaways
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THANK YOU!

Nancy Harhut
NHarhut@HBTmktg.com

Nancy.Harhut @nharhut Nancy Harhut



"Under the Radar" Email 
Marketing & Copywriting Tips

By Chase Dimond



Experience

- Partner at Ecommerce Marketing Agency (130+ employees // 150+ clients)

- Sent billions of emails and driven $100+ million in email revenue for 
ecommerce clients in the last 5 years.

- Run an ecommerce email marketing newsletter with 75,000+ subscribers

- A few of our current and previous clients include:



Agenda

- Site Abandonment

- Back in Stock

- Email Tips

- Copywriting Tips



Site Abandonment

A lesser known flow that I popularized over the years 
through my course.



Site Abandonment



Site Abandonment Email 1



Site Abandonment Email 2



Back in Stock

People have used this flow but I popularized an email 
within the flow no one was sending through my course.



Back in Stock



Back in Stock Email



Email Tips



Test Popup Styles and Shapes



Test popup styles and shapes.

- A/B test popup shapes - square vs circle vs star, for example - to increase popup submission 
rates, growing your list more effectively

- The more unique the shape, the higher the submission rate

- Test these shapes and sizes separately on desktop and mobile placements, as the 
submission rates for each variation may differ across device placement



Snooze Button



Snooze Button



Snooze Button Continued

Implemented in late September



Wishlist



Wishlist



Wishlist Continued



Quiz / Surveys



Use quiz apps or survey tools to personalize flows

- Set one up on your site as a CTA destination for pre-purchase flows and paid 
channel campaigns

- Examples: Octane AI & Typeform

- Great for sharing initial product recommendations
- Also helpful for delivering targeted emails ongoing

- Build out 2-3 flow touchpoints with product-specific benefits, user 
recommendations and testimonials, and product education about their 
specific quiz result



Product Recommendation Based on Quiz



Personas



Create a persona for your team to build one-to-one 
relationships.

- Bring in your customer service lead to add their voice 
and build trust with an individual, or create a team 
member who embodies your brand values and voice

- Build a personal relationship with VIP segments and 
this persona

- Create exclusivity and value in this relationship by launching 
early access, special MVP offers, and feedback emails to your 
highly engaged users via this contact



Click Based Segments



Build segments based on the types of campaigns your 
audience clicks on.

- Most contacts on your list aren’t updating their preferences page regularly for 
email, but we can still segment them based on their interests

- Predict what a user is interested in by building segments based on campaign tags 
- new launches
- promotional offers
- social media posts
- blog articles

- Build segments based on click and purchase activity centered around certain 
types of campaigns

- Use those segments to build audiences that are excited to receive your emails by reading into their 
preferences, boosting engagement and retention



Copywriting Tips



Copywriting Tip #1

Make your Calls-to-action specific.

- ”Buy now” → “Get instant access + lifetime updates”
- ”Sign up” → “Get weekly value-packed emails”
- ”Join today” → “Join 1,920 other marketers inside”

More specific = more clicks = more $$$.



Copywriting Tip #2

Replace adjectives for verbs in your copy.

Instead of saying: “Our new face wash is effective, healthy, 
and perfect for your skin”.

Say: “Our fash wash cleans your pores, moisturizes your 
skin, and adjusts to your skin type”.

Action >>> Description.



Copywriting Tip #3

Stop only using “Buy Now” in your CTAs.
Here are other alternatives:
- “Get started”
- “Get yours today”
- “Join the family”
- “Get [benefit]”
- “Get rid of [problem]”
Do this & you’ll get more clicks.



Copywriting Tip #4

Stop being vague, tell people:
- What you do
- How you do it
- Why you do it
- How it will benefit them
- How much it costs
Vagueness will kill your conversion rate.



Copywriting Tip #5

Use “frictionless” words in your copy.

Some examples:

- Free

- Easy

- Simple

- Effortless

- Step-by-step

Less friction = more sales.



Questions?



Add me on LinkedIn via my 
name: 

Chase Dimond



Taking your emails from
“meh” to “amehzing”
Pierce Ujjainwalla, Co-Founder & CEO, Knak



Pierce Ujjainwalla

pujjainwalla

@marketing_101

pierce@knak.com

Co-Founder & CEO

https://twitter.com/marketing_101


71% of respondents are sending 
more emails than ever before

- 2023 Knak Benchmark Report



We all know the story.

More emails. Less attention. 
Harder to break through.



● Most important thing that is
often overlooked

● No one cares about your webinar, 
your website, your blog. They care 
about themselves.

● Make it valuable… to them!

Valuable
TOP TIP



The “CHEETAH” 
Framework 

Human

Entertain

Captivate

Easy

YOUR NORTH STARS!

C
H
E
E
T
A
H

Transitions

Animate

Harmony



Showcase the value
of your email up 
front

5

Make the sender name clear, 
memorable, and relatable 
(performs better as a person!)

4

Consider 
using emojis

3

● You only get one shot, one 
opportunity…

○ Are you dropping bombs with 
your sender display name, 
subject line & preview text?

○ 🎤Are you gonna use emojis to 
capture it or just let it slip?

○ Opens are half the battle. 
Success is the only option.

Make your 
subject 
line 
actionable

1
Personalise subject 
lines with segmented 
audiences

2

Captivate

Animated 
account 
profile picture

Emoji in the 
subject line



● Are you writing in authentic 
language like a human?

● Does your email feel like its coming 
from a person or a big, faceless 
company?

● 1-person email trick for writing

Human



Entertain

● Who said B2B has to be boring?

● Does it make someone laugh?

● Edu-tainment is effective

● Take some risks



● Define the GOAL - what do you 
want them to do?

● Choose a single Call-to-Action 
(CTA)  and focus on it

● Make it easy to read 
(readable.com)

Easy





1. Get creative with the transitions in 
your emails

2. No one said every section needed a 
straight line across it

3. It’s just another image to add!

4.

Transitions





● Helps to stand out, be different - 
catch attention

● Try to be subtle with the 
animations, not overly distracting

● EZGIF.com to make GIFs (watch 
the size)

Animate



Hi there Marketer, 

Are you tired of bogging down your process with approvals and waiting 
on assets to be made? Knak saves you time, money, AND boosts your 
team’s productivity.

With Knak, marketers can create an email in just 22 minutes*.



● Are your emails and landing 
pages consistent? 

● Your email should hook and your 
landing page should convert

● Do you make it easy for your 
prospects/customers to 
convert?

Harmony



The “CHEETAH” 
Framework 

Human

Entertain

Captivate

Easy

YOUR NORTH STARS!

C
H
E
E
T
A
H

Transitions

Animate

Harmony



The Definitive
Guide to Creating 
Kick-Ass Emails

knak.com



If you can relate to this,
Knak can help.

pujjainwalla

@marketing_101

pierce@knak.com

https://twitter.com/marketing_101


Unleashing the 
P ow er of A I in  
E m ail M ark etin g 

S teffen S c hebes ta – C E O North A meric a

3 k ey tec h n iq ues
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Unleas hing the P ower of  A I in E mail Marketing:  3  K ey  T ec hniques

Did you know? 

64% of em ail rec ip ien ts m ak e a  d ec ision  to op en  
em ails b ased  on  th e sub jec t lin e

statistic  from  Financ es O nline

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Creating VariationsLeverage AI to generate different subject linesEnsure the variations are distinct and relevant to the contentRemember to add a personalized touch in your subject linesSetting up A/B TestingDivide the email list into two groupsSend one variation to group A and the other to group BEnsure that the emails are sent at the same timeMeasuring PerformanceMonitor the open rates for both groupsIdentify the variation with the highest open rateAnalyze other metrics such as click-through rates and conversionsSummary:A/B testing with ChatGPT can help identify the best subject linesUse the results to optimize future email marketing campaignsRemember to test one variable at a time and continuously refine the process.While ChatGPT can help generate subject line variations for A/B testing, it's important to note that the success of subject lines ultimately depends on your audience and their preferences. It's important to continuously refine and test your subject lines to improve their performance

https://financesonline.com/email-subject-line-statistics/


Using ChatGPT to 
improve your 
Subject Lines

3 T ip # 1

Unleas hing the P ower of  A I in E mail Marketing:  3  K ey  T ec hniques
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Creating VariationsLeverage AI to generate different subject linesEnsure the variations are distinct and relevant to the contentRemember to add a personalized touch in your subject linesSetting up A/B TestingDivide the email list into two groupsSend one variation to group A and the other to group BEnsure that the emails are sent at the same timeMeasuring PerformanceMonitor the open rates for both groupsIdentify the variation with the highest open rateAnalyze other metrics such as click-through rates and conversionsSummary:A/B testing with ChatGPT can help identify the best subject linesUse the results to optimize future email marketing campaignsRemember to test one variable at a time and continuously refine the process.While ChatGPT can help generate subject line variations for A/B testing, it's important to note that the success of subject lines ultimately depends on your audience and their preferences. It's important to continuously refine and test your subject lines to improve their performance
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Unleas hing the P ower of  A I in E mail Marketing:  3  K ey  T ec hniques

It’s hard to predict A/B test results.
U se A I to gen erate sub jec t variation s an d  test th em .

Measuring Performance

Us e the res ults  to optimiz e 
future email marketing 
c ampaigns

Tools to use

C onvers ational A I like 
OpenA I’s  ChatGPT or G oogle’s  
BARD make it eas y  to generate 
s ubjec t lines

Running tests

T es t multiple s ubjec t lines  but 
one variable at a  time and 
c ontinuous ly  refine the 
proc es s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Creating VariationsLeverage AI to generate different subject linesEnsure the variations are distinct and relevant to the contentRemember to add a personalized touch in your subject linesSetting up A/B TestingDivide the email list into two groupsSend one variation to group A and the other to group BEnsure that the emails are sent at the same timeMeasuring PerformanceMonitor the open rates for both groupsIdentify the variation with the highest open rateAnalyze other metrics such as click-through rates and conversionsSummary:A/B testing with ChatGPT can help identify the best subject linesUse the results to optimize future email marketing campaignsRemember to test one variable at a time and continuously refine the process.While ChatGPT can help generate subject line variations for A/B testing, it's important to note that the success of subject lines ultimately depends on your audience and their preferences. It's important to continuously refine and test your subject lines to improve their performance
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Unleas hing the P ower of  A I in E mail Marketing:  3  K ey  T ec hniques

statistic from 9 9  Firm s

D id  you k n ow ? 

C on version s in c reased  for 77% of m ark eters 
th at used  m ark etin g autom ation  solution s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Chatbot IntegrationAI can be integrated into chatbots to provide better customer experiencesChatbots with AI integration can provide personalized and relevant responses to customer inquiriesThis can lead to increased customer satisfaction and retentionLanguage ProcessingAI can analyze and understand natural language inputUse AI to automate tasks such as email replies, data entry, and customer service inquiriesThis can free up time for more complex tasks and improve overall workflow efficiency.Workflow optimizationAI can analyze and optimize workflows to increase efficiencyUse AI to identify bottlenecks and areas for improvementContinuously refine and optimize workflows to increase productivity and reduce errors.SummaryChatGPT can improve and optimize automated workflowsUse ChatGPT for content generation, chatbot integration, language processing, and workflow optimizationContinuously refine and optimize your workflows to increase productivity and efficiency.

https://99firms.com/blog/marketing-automation-statistics/#gref


Using ChatGPT to 
improve your 
Workflows

8 T ip # 2

Unleas hing the P ower of  A I in E mail Marketing:  3  K ey  T ec hniques
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Unleas hing the P ower of  A I in E mail Marketing:  3  K ey  T ec hniques

Use AI like a consultant feeding you best 
p rac tic es for your c on c rete use c ase

Chatbot Integration

C hatbots  w ith A I integration 
c an provide better c us tomer 
experienc e

Workflow Optimization

A I c an analy z e and optimiz e 
w orkflow s  to inc reas e 
effic ienc y

Language Processing

Us e A I to automate tas ks  s uc h 
as  email replies ,  data entry ,  
and c us tomer s ervic e inquiries

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Chatbot IntegrationAI can be integrated into chatbots to provide better customer experiencesChatbots with AI integration can provide personalized and relevant responses to customer inquiriesThis can lead to increased customer satisfaction and retentionLanguage ProcessingAI can analyze and understand natural language inputUse AI to automate tasks such as email replies, data entry, and customer service inquiriesThis can free up time for more complex tasks and improve overall workflow efficiency.Workflow optimizationAI can analyze and optimize workflows to increase efficiencyUse AI to identify bottlenecks and areas for improvementContinuously refine and optimize workflows to increase productivity and reduce errors.SummaryChatGPT can improve and optimize automated workflowsUse ChatGPT for content generation, chatbot integration, language processing, and workflow optimizationContinuously refine and optimize your workflows to increase productivity and efficiency.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Creating VariationsLeverage AI to generate different subject linesEnsure the variations are distinct and relevant to the contentRemember to add a personalized touch in your subject linesSetting up A/B TestingDivide the email list into two groupsSend one variation to group A and the other to group BEnsure that the emails are sent at the same timeMeasuring PerformanceMonitor the open rates for both groupsIdentify the variation with the highest open rateAnalyze other metrics such as click-through rates and conversionsSummary:A/B testing with ChatGPT can help identify the best subject linesUse the results to optimize future email marketing campaignsRemember to test one variable at a time and continuously refine the process.While ChatGPT can help generate subject line variations for A/B testing, it's important to note that the success of subject lines ultimately depends on your audience and their preferences. It's important to continuously refine and test your subject lines to improve their performance
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Unleas hing the P ower of  A I in E mail Marketing:  3  K ey  T ec hniques

statistic from Galac tic  Fed

D id  you k n ow ? 

64% of c on sum ers p refer to 
rec eive em ails w ith  im ages

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Understand your audienceBefore generating images, understand your audience's preferences and demographicsUse this information to guide your image selection and customizationGenerating & customizing imagesUse AI to generate unique and relevant images for your brand and audienceProvide AI with information about your brand and audience to generate more relevant imagesCustomize the generated images to fit your brand and messagingTesting and RefiningTest the images to see which ones perform best for driving conversionsUse A/B testing to compare the performance of different imagesRefine and optimize your images based on your test resultsSummaryAI-powered image generation with ChatGPT can help you create unique and relevant images to drive conversionsCustomize and refine the images to fit your brand and audienceContinuously test and optimize your imagery to improve conversion rates.

https://www.galacticfed.com/blog/email-marketing-statistics-you-should-know-about-in-2023


Using Midjourney 
to Generate 
Compelling Imagery

13 T ip # 3

Unleas hing the P ower of  A I in E mail Marketing:  3  K ey  T ec hniques
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Creating VariationsLeverage AI to generate different subject linesEnsure the variations are distinct and relevant to the contentRemember to add a personalized touch in your subject linesSetting up A/B TestingDivide the email list into two groupsSend one variation to group A and the other to group BEnsure that the emails are sent at the same timeMeasuring PerformanceMonitor the open rates for both groupsIdentify the variation with the highest open rateAnalyze other metrics such as click-through rates and conversionsSummary:A/B testing with ChatGPT can help identify the best subject linesUse the results to optimize future email marketing campaignsRemember to test one variable at a time and continuously refine the process.While ChatGPT can help generate subject line variations for A/B testing, it's important to note that the success of subject lines ultimately depends on your audience and their preferences. It's important to continuously refine and test your subject lines to improve their performance
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Unleas hing the P ower of  A I in E mail Marketing:  3  K ey  T ec hniques

Use AI to generate custom, license -free, an d  
stron g c on vertin g im agery

Testing & 
Refining

C ontinuous ly  tes t & optimiz e 
y our imagery  to improve 
c onvers ion rates

Tools to use

A I- pow ered image generators  
like DALL-E or Midjourney
make it eas y  to c reate c us tom 
imagery  for y our brand

Generating & 
Customizing Images

C us tomiz e and refine the 
images  to f it y our brand and 
audienc e 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Understand your audienceBefore generating images, understand your audience's preferences and demographicsUse this information to guide your image selection and customizationGenerating & customizing imagesUse AI to generate unique and relevant images for your brand and audienceProvide AI with information about your brand and audience to generate more relevant imagesCustomize the generated images to fit your brand and messagingTesting and RefiningTest the images to see which ones perform best for driving conversionsUse A/B testing to compare the performance of different imagesRefine and optimize your images based on your test resultsSummaryAI-powered image generation with ChatGPT can help you create unique and relevant images to drive conversionsCustomize and refine the images to fit your brand and audienceContinuously test and optimize your imagery to improve conversion rates.



Good, not great

17

Unleas hing the P ower of  A I in E mail Marketing:  3  K ey  T ec hniques

01

A I won’t replac e you,  the 
pers on that knows  A I will

0 3

New, not unique0 2

S pec ialis ts  > A I ( for now)0 4

Drawbacks and Consideration 
when it comes to AI

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AI is trained on existing data. It can recombine this content and it will generate some kind of new variation of that. But that necessarily means, it’s good or even unique.�AI tends to follow the consensus. It’s unlikely to create real innovative, outside-the-box ideas. If you want to stand out, you will still need to identify the good from the bad and the great from the good. This is why specialists will still be needed(drawbacks and considerations - new slide): AI is a good way to generate creative ideas and accelerate your workflows but in the end, it is a collection of best practices found across the internet. that means it tends to give good recommendations but not great, unique ones. For SMBs that might not have a dedicated email marketing manager, a content specialist or a lifecycle marketing manager it means it is typically a step up from what they’re currently doing. however, once you get more sophisticated or want to stand out more, relying on human experts can still yield better results.Lack of Human Creativity: AI may be able to analyze vast amounts of data and generate insights, but it is still limited in terms of creativity. Marketing often requires creative thinking and human intuition that is difficult to replicate with AI.Difficulty Understanding Emotional Context: AI struggles to understand emotional context, such as sarcasm, humor, and irony, which are crucial in marketing communications. This can lead to inaccurate interpretation of customer sentiment and result in ineffective marketing campaigns.Limited Understanding of Customer Preferences: While AI can analyze customer data to understand their behavior, it may struggle to understand their preferences and desires beyond what is already known. This can limit the ability of AI to personalize marketing messages and recommendations effectively.Ethical Considerations: The use of AI in marketing raises ethical concerns, such as the potential for bias in targeting and the use of personal data without consent. Companies must be careful to ensure that their use of AI in marketing is transparent, fair, and respects customer privacy.



30% off annual plans on brevo.com

C od e
GURU2023
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7 High-Risk Email 
Address Types 
Hurting Your 
Revenue
Find out what types of emails are lurking on 
your email contact list >>>

CONFIDENTIAL  |  © ZEROBOUNCE



Brian Minick,
COO at ZeroBounce

Brian Minick is the Chief Operating Officer 
at ZeroBounce and an email deliverability 
thought leader. Brian oversees the Support 
& Sales teams, and makes sure you get the 
most out of ZeroBounce. He has 15+ years 
of experience in Tech and Marketing.



The #1 Email 
Verifier for 
250,000+ 
Clients

CONFIDENTIAL  |  © ZEROBOUNCE

ZeroBounce is an email validation and 
deliverability platform helping 
250,000+ customers land more emails 
in the inbox. Serving companies like 
Amazon and Netflix, and a four-time 
Inc. 5000 honoree, ZeroBounce helps 
you connect with real prospects and 
boost your email ROI.



The Types of Emails Lurking 
on Your Contact List

CONFIDENTIAL  |  © ZEROBOUNCE

And how they impact your email marketing



Valid vs. Invalid

Valid
● Safe to email
● Keeps bounce rate < 2%
● 57% average

Invalid
● Unsafe - leads to bounces
● 20% average
● Doesn’t accept mail, no DNS records, 

un-routable IP

CONFIDENTIAL  |  © ZEROBOUNCE

What’s safe to email?



What about the rest 
of your email list?

Catch-all/accept-all
● Always return a valid response regardless 

of accuracy

● 3 possibilities: 
○ the email funnels to a catch-all inbox 
○ a bounce 
○ successful delivery

Abuse emails
● Known complainers
● Love to hit “Report Spam”

CONFIDENTIAL  |  © ZEROBOUNCE



Look out for these 
high-risk emails

Disposable
● Temporary addresses
● Valid, only to later self-destruct
● Make it onto your list only to bounce later

Role-based
● Belong to specific positions or groups, i.e. 

sales@, support@
● Easy-to-guess address - strong correlation 

with spam and abuse

CONFIDENTIAL  |  © ZEROBOUNCE



More risky emails 
to consider

Spam Traps
● Anti-spam tactic
● ISPs and blacklist providers lure bad actors 

and add them to blocklists

Do Not Mail
● Addresses that you should avoid emailing
● Global suppression, toxic domains, 

role-based catch-alls, possible traps

CONFIDENTIAL  |  © ZEROBOUNCE



Clean your 
email list if:

● You haven’t checked it in 3+ months.

● Your bounce rate is higher than 2% or you 
get more than 0.1% spam complaints 
(1/1,000 emails).

● You regularly add emails to your list that 
have not been validated.

CONFIDENTIAL  |  © ZEROBOUNCE



Email us

Check 1,000 emails
FREE

Reach out at support@zerobounce.net

https://www.zerobounce.net/?zbcode=easysendy
mailto:support@zerobounce.net




Outcome Media executes over 40,000 Email, Online and 

D ire c t  M a rk e tin g C a m p a ign s on  B e h a lf of C lie n ts  E a c h  

Y e a r.

O u r re se a rc h  d ivis ion , W orld a ta  R e se a rc h , p rovid e s fre e  

in d u stry m e tric s  b a se d  on  th e se  p rogra m s. O u r e m a il  

re se a rc h  is  b a se d  on  ove r 6  b il l ion  tra n sm itte d  m e ssa ge s 

a n n u a lly.

STATS AND STUFF...
WHERE DO MY TRENDS COME FROM?



• DAY OF WEEK
• TIME OF DAY
• FRIENDLY FROM
• OFFERS
• LANDING PAGE
• SUBJECT LINE
• PRE-HEADER
• PERSONALIZATION
• CONTENT TYPE
• PRIMARY IMAGE
• CALL-TO-ACTION



BIG IMPACT AND EASY:
BE REAL WITH YOURSELF



SUBJECT LINE:
LAST 90 DAYS INCREASING OPEN RATES



The Next Slide is the MOST 
Important Slide I Will 

Show!!!



‘MOST READ’: UP 27%
‘MOST DOWNLOADED’: UP 25%
‘MOST POPULAR’: UP 29%

‘MOST’ in SUBJECT LINE = 
OPEN RATE INCREASE 



‘NEW’ FIRST WORD OF SUBJECT LINE = OPEN RATE INCREASE 

CONSUMER = UP 23%
BUSINESS = UP 25%





FREE???
YOU WANT ALL 
MY EMAIL TO 
GO TO JUNK 
FOLDER!



EMAIL FILTERING CAUSE OF CONTENT WAS A 
PROBLEM WHEN YOU USED ONE OF THESE…





LESS Than 20 Character eNewsletter
Subject Lines have a 21% Higher 
Average Open Rate

SOURCE: Worldata Research Response Rate Campaign Aggregate 2023



6% of Subject Lines Have 
MORE Than 65 Characters…

Subject Lines With MORE Than 
65 Characters Have OPEN RATE 
INCREASE:

BUSINESS = 15%
CONSUMER = 19%

SOURCE: Worldata Research Response Rate Campaign Aggregate 2023



EASY:

FIRST word capitalized in subject 
line increases open rate by 22%

SOURCE: Worldata Research Response Rate Campaign Aggregate 2023



SOURCE: Worldata Research Response Rate Campaign Aggregate 2023

iContact:
Most Common Element in Subject Lines That Received Highest 
Average Open Rates (across all industries) is The Use of a Single 
Declarative Word or Instructional Phrase, Followed by a COLON, and 
Then Followed by The Rest of The Sender’s Subject Line Text.

CONSUMER = UP 18%
BUSINESS = UP 21%



EMOJIS ARE STUPID!
Who Cares!!!



EM OJI AS FIRST CHARACTER: 

Em oji as 1st character  in 
eN ew sletter subject line 
increases open rate by 19% 

SOURCE: Worldata Research Response Rate Campaign Aggregate 2023





3 THINGS TO TEST TO HAVE MORE SPINACH...



3 EASY THINGS TO GET MORE PEOPLE TO SHOW UP:

‘DAY OF’ SEND – EMAIL SENT WITHIN 4 HOURS OF WEBINAR 
INCREASES ‘SHOW UP’ RATE BY 28% VS. NO ‘DAY OF’ SEND

TEST FRIDAY FOR WEBINAR – LAST 90 DAYS: FRIDAY ‘SHOW UP’ 
RATES HAVE INCREASED 37%

30 MINUTES OR LESS – WEBINARS PROMOTED AS ’30 MINUTES’ 
HAVE 31% HIGHER ‘SHOW UP’ RATE THAN LONGER EVENTS 
[LAST 90 DAYS]

SOURCE: Worldata Research Response Rate Campaign Aggregate 2023





CHATGPT + EMAIL MARKETING

EASY TEST 
O PT IO N  

PRO MPT S



SUB JEC T  LINE PR OMPT S: 

• Rewrite "PUT SUBJECT LINE YOU ARE USING HERE" to be more SUSPENSEFUL but with less than 50 characters
• Rewrite "PUT SUBJECT LINE YOU ARE USING HERE" to be a QUESTION but with less than 50 characters
• Rewrite "PUT SUBJECT LINE YOU ARE USING HERE" to be FUNNY but with less than 50 characters
• Rewrite "PUT SUBJECT LINE YOU ARE USING HERE" to be more URGENT but with less than 50 characters and don't include 

the word urgent or alert.

C ALL T O AC T ION PR OMPT S:

• Rewrite this call to action "Download" without saying download.
• Rewrite this call to action "Register” without saying register.



GET THE TIPS DOWNLOAD

Get Started Sign Up

SAVE MY SEAT REGISTER

B E N E F I T

CTA Buttons (Call To Action) 
That State Benefit vs. Commitment: 

C O M M I T M E N T

24% Higher Click-Through Rate

SOURCE: Worldata Research Response Rate Campaign Aggregate 2023



You forgot to mention 
personalization in the 

Subject Line?



THIS IS NOT 
PERSONALIZATION
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



Subject Lines That Include The Target Audience 
[Job Function, Interest, Life Event, Industry] 

Increase Open Rates!!!





JayS@CorpWD.com OutcomeMedia.com







The BEST Win-Back 
Campaign…



BUSINESS: UP 38%
CONSUMER: UP 27%

Open Rate of 18 Month+ Non-Engaged:
VERIFICATION vs. ‘We Miss You’:

• Are you still with XXXXX?
• Do you still want VIP Status?
• Is your team still using XXXXX?
• Is XXXX still your CRM?
• CONFIRM: Still want discounts?
• Verify your active status…



FREE STUFF!!!  DON ’T LEAVE!
(if you w ant slides, calendar, etc)



FREE TO ATTEN D!!
w w w .GuruConference.com

N EW  ChatGPT Integration!
w w w .SubjectLine.com

100% FREE
GuruConference.com
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2023 NOW AVAILABLE
BEST/WORST DAYS TO 

EMAIL CALENDAR WAIT!!!



“SEND ME EVERYTHING”
Sign me up GURU!
Send me SLIDES
Send me CALENDAR
Sign me up for SCOOP

JayS@CorpWD.com PLEASE send me a LinkedIn connection! 

mailto:JayS@CorpWD.com
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